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Abstract

The use of the matrix has been considered an important factor in landscape ecology, as

it can change the relationship of the population with the configuration of the landscape.

There are indications that the usability of the matrix is a factor that can help mitigate

the effect of further fragmentation. Using a systematic way to assess the effect of matrix

quality in fragmented landscapes could lead to a better understanding of this system.

We built a computational individual based model capable of simulate bi-dimensional

landscapes and individuals that inhabit that landscape. We explored how changes in

the level of fragmentation and matrix quality affected time of permanence of a single

population in the landscape. As the quality of the matrix changes from very unsuitable

to very suitable, the number of situations in which fragmentation reduces the time of

permanence of the population changes from frequent to rare. In addition, as most of the

organisms can survive in a sub-optimum habitat, the cases in which fragmentation has
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real effect on populations’ permanence are even fewer then stated by Fahrig. The result

indicates that the proportion of intermediate habitat necessary to suppress

fragmentation effect should follow the percentage of usability of these intermediate

habitat until it falls under 50% of usability, and with less than 30% of usability,

intermediate habitats are not able to suppress fragmentation effect. An index to

measure the usability of elements of the matrix should be an important tool relating

computational models and landscape management.

Introduction 1

For many years, ecological theory has ignored the role of spatial structure in its models 2

(Pickett et al, 2010). With the advances of landscape ecology, several patterns of spatial 3

structure and their effect on biodiversity are beginning to be identified, and habitat loss 4

and fragmentation are intuitively associated with diversity loss (Saunders et al, 1991). 5

In 1998, Fahrig used a computational model to assess the effect of habitat 6

fragmentation and habitat loss when these factors are disassociated from one another. 7

In this article, habitat amount was considered the proportion of the landscape 8

comprised by a native physiognomy, and habitat fragmentation was evaluated as a 9

measure of aggregation of the habitat in the landscape. In this sense, Fahrig could 10

change the aggregation maintaining the same proportion of habitat, and Fahrig 11

concluded that habitat fragmentation, when dissociated from habitat loss, only has an 12

effect on populations’ permanence in few scenarios (0.4% of all combinations of 13

parameters of the model). Fahrig also envisaged that most of the authors who found a 14

strong effect of fragmentation on populations’ permanence were confounding the effect 15

of habitat loss with the effect of fragmentation per se (Fahrig, 1998). Later, Fahrig 16

published a review of empirical articles that corroborated her hypothesis (Fahrig, 2003). 17

In this review, Fahrig suggested that the effect of habitat fragmentation per se on 18

species richness could be negative (Rosenberg et al, 1999), absent (Drolet et al, 1999; 19

Hovel and Lipcius, 2001), or even positive (Bélisle et al, 2001; Weldon, 2006). 20

Despite Fahrig’s conclusion, many studies have continued to show that the increase 21

in habitat fragmentation decreases the probability of permanence of the population in 22

the landscape (Harrisson et al, 2013; Holland and Bennett, 2010; Johnstone et al, 2010; 23
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Nimmo et al, 2013; Reino et al, 2013). However, the rare studies that have analyzed the 24

effect of fragmentation per se used highly specialized organisms as models to test the 25

hypothesis indicating that these organisms were, in fact, unable to use the matrix for 26

most of their ecological needs. Studies using more than one taxon systematically have 27

observed the effect of fragmentation on populations of specialized organisms and no 28

effect on more generalized organisms (Didham et al, 1998; Summerville and Crist, 2001). 29

This pattern suggests that the scenarios in which fragmentation empirically has been 30

shown to affect populations’ permanence are those few particular scenarios described by 31

Fahrig. Thus, the pattern of a high number of empirical studies showing a negative 32

relationship between fragmentation and permanence of populations is only true due to 33

the bias of situations with fragmentation. Moreover, this pattern could lead to the 34

wrong interpretation that fragmentation is an important factor causing loss of species 35

when the cases in which this result is observed are rare in nature. Most animal species 36

can obtain some type of resources from the matrix and rarely would die quickly without 37

the chance to reproduce (Ewers and Didham, 2006). 38

Fahrig conceived matrix as a homogenous physiognomy of the landscape in which 39

the fitness of individuals of the focal population would be minimum. However, the use 40

of the matrix by the focal population has been considered an important factor affecting 41

the relationship between fragmentation and permanence of this population (Ewers and 42

Didham, 2006; Ricketts, 2001), suggesting that the population is able to use some 43

elements of the matrix increasing its ability to persist in the landscape when not in its 44

native environment. Ewers and Didham (2006) argued that a matrix is not a 45

homogeneous environment and that the resources of the matrix can be utilized in two 46

ways that favor the permanence of the population in the landscape. The matrix can 47

provide a resource that is no longer available within the fragments of the native 48

physiognomy (either by the absence itself or by competition). In this case, even though 49

the resource may not be of the same quality of that found in the native physiognomy, it 50

might be enough to increase the population’s abundance, thus favoring the population 51

permanence. Moreover, the matrix can have some elements that might be used as 52

step-stonesf connecting fragments that otherwise would be beyond the dispersal 53

capacity of individuals even if the matrix cannot provide an essential resource by itself. 54

Such uses of the matrix could mitigate as much the effect of habitat loss as the effect of 55
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habitat fragmentation per se. Thus, a model that ignores the heterogeneity of the 56

matrix is disregarding an important factor to predict the behavior of populations. 57

A frequent critic to spatial explicit computational models is the oversimplification of 58

these models, which may lead to a lack of prevision power and consequently of 59

applicability of such models (Wiegand et al, 2004). Although Fahrig’s article has 60

become one of the computational model studies most cited in landscape ecology (2000 + 61

citations – All bases of Web of Science JCR®/ January 2016), one of its limitations, is 62

that it disregards the matrix effect, as noted by the author herself: “Would the results 63

be different under assumptions of a heterogeneous matrix? To answer this one would 64

need to vary FRAG and the degree of matrix heterogeneity, and look for an effect of 65

their interaction on survival time.” (Fahrig, 1998). A model able to overcome this 66

limitation could bring novel insights to the theoretical understanding of the effect of 67

matrix quality, thereby adding to applicability and management on fragmented 68

landscapes. 69

In the present study, we built a computational model based on Fahrig’s model 70

(Fahrig, 1998). In the original model, the landscape was conceived as a binary lattice 71

with a favorable physiognomy (breeding habitat) and a hostile one (matrix). In our new 72

version, we included a third physiognomy that had an intermediate hostility level 73

between the breeding habitat and the matrix. In this study, we will refer to the 74

favorable physiognomy as native physiognomy, to the hostile physiognomy (former 75

matrix) as harsh physiognomy and to the intermediate as intermediate physiognomy. 76

The union of the area covered by harsh physiognomy and intermediate physiognomy will 77

be referred as matrix. We used Kearney’s concept of habitat as follows: “a description 78

of a physical place, at a particular scale of space and time, where an organism either 79

actually or potentially lives” (Kearney, 2006). Each one of these three physiognomies 80

could be biologically interpreted as follows: as a physiognomy where the focal 81

organism’s population evolved and adapted to and therefore where the organism fitness 82

is higher (native physiognomy); as highly different physiognomy where the fitness of the 83

organism is minimum (harsh physiognomy); or as a physiognomy that has intermediate 84

characteristics between the native physiognomy and the harsh physiognomy 85

(intermediate physiognomy). In our model, we varied the quality of the matrix by 86

changing the proportion of harsh physiognomy and intermediate physiognomy on the 87
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landscape or by changing the usability level of the intermediate physiognomy, thereby 88

making it more similar to the native physiognomy or to the harsh physiognomy. 89

The objective of this study was to extend Fahrig’s model to investigate which type of 90

matrix the fragmentation per se still had an effect on the permanence of populations. 91

We used the same concept of fragmentation used by Fahrig (1998) as follows: the level 92

of fragmentation was positively and linearly related to the level of aggregation of a given 93

physiognomy of the landscape. However, in Fahrig’s model, the fragmentation level 94

referred to only one physiognomy (breeding habitat), but in our model, it referred to 95

both native physiognomy and intermediate physiognomy. 96

Methods 97

We created a software with the capability to simulate bi-dimensional landscapes with 98

discrete, cell-based space. The properties of these landscapes are related to patterns 99

concerning the amount and fragmentation of one or more physiognomies. This software 100

can simulate individuals who can move, reproduce and die. The interaction of the 101

individual with the landscape is related with different probabilities of execution of these 102

three actions depending on which physiognomy an individual is on. This software can 103

also simulate different landscape profiles and measure the time of permanence of a given 104

population in each profile. Time is measured discretely in time steps. The actions of 105

individuals occur simultaneously in one time step. 106

One of the objectives of this software was to replicate exactly the same simulation 107

created by Fahrig (1998) to allow modification of Fahrig’s model to investigate variables 108

related to the quality of the matrix. 109

Recovering Fahrig’s model 110

To certify that our software could replicate Fahrig’s results, we simulated landscapes 111

exactly as was simulated in her model. Binary landscapes (native and harsh 112

physiognomy only) and the relation of the individuals with the landscape were the same 113

(same probability of death, reproduction and movement depending on physiognomy). 114

We then executed the same analyses in Fahrig’s study and compared results. The first 115

analysis was the simple effect of fragmentation on species permanence. All parameters 116
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in Fahrig’s model maintained the default value (defined by her), and only the 117

fragmentation parameter was altered. This analysis revealed the effect of fragmentation 118

of native physiognomy on population permanence given the default values for the other 119

factors. We performed the same analysis and compared the data set obtained by Fahrig 120

(1998) and our data set(Fig. 1). The patterns obtained were similar. A Spearman 121

correlation test between the survival time of populations for both models showed a 122

significant correlation (rho= 0.372; p << 0.01) although the residuals were high (Fig. 1). 123

Because of the stochastic nature of the model, we expected high residual values even 124

when comparing simulations ran by the same model. Fahrig’s study also analyzed the 125

effect of the other factors (e.g., proportion of landscape coverage, maximum occupancy 126

of each cell, mortality probability in the matrix, and movement probability) on the 127

relationship between fragmentation and the permanence of populations by fixing all 128

other parameters in default values and varying only the parameters of interest and 129

fragmentation level. Fahrig reported the result of some of these effects. In our study, we 130

compared our results with those of Fahrig’s study demonstrating an almost precise 131

superposition of graphs from both studies and significant Spearman correlations between 132

each set of data (inclination of the relationship between fragmentation and populations’ 133

permanence time) as follows: cover of native physiognomy, COVER (rho=0.934; 134

p << 0.01); maximum number of individuals per cell, MAXOCC (rho=0.915; 135

p << 0.01), probability of movement in native physiognomy, MOVE (rho=0.955; 136

p << 0.01 ); maximum distance movement in a time step, MAXDIST (rho=0.952; 137

p << 0.01); and disturbance probability, DPROB (rho=0.885; p << 0.01) (see S1 Fig). 138

These results indicated that our software replicated Fahrig’s model allowing the 139

modification of Fahrig’s model to explore new factors. 140

New model 141

The second stage of our study analyzed the changes in the relationship between 142

fragmentation and the permanence of a population caused by two other factors that 143

could be translated into matrix quality. In Fahrig’s model, the breeding habitat was a 144

favorable physiognomy, the fitness of the population was the highest, and the matrix 145

was conceived as a homogeneous extremely harsh environment that could maintain no 146
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Figure 1. Relationship between fragmentation of native physiognomy (FRAG) and
survival time based in 200 simulations. All other parameters where hold in default as
defined by Fahrig (1998). The graph ‘a’ shows the result of our model, the graph ‘b’
shows the result for the original model (extracted from Fahrig 1998 – Figure 7). Graph
‘c’ shows the correlation between these two sets of data
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population. In our model, we conceived the most favorable habitat as the physiognomy 147

where the population evolved to find the optimum set of elements that maximize its 148

survival and reproduction chance. The crucial difference is in the conception of the 149

matrix. In our model, the matrix is this heterogeneous area that could have some harsh 150

physiognomies but also some usable elements even though not as easily as in the native 151

physiognomy. The proportion and the usability of these elements could vary from 152

landscape to landscape. The two factors to be explored in our model represent the 153

amount of intermediate physiognomy in the matrix (COVERM) and the usability level 154

of this physiognomy (USABILITY). With these two new parameters, we generated 155

landscapes with all combinations of the proportion of usable elements in the matrix and 156

the level of usability of these elements. 157

Disregarding the previous cited modifications, our new model is largely based on 158

Fahrig’s model. Thus, we do not justify every described property of the model in this 159

study. The default values for the factors in Fahrig’s model were those values in which 160

fragmentation had the higher effect on the permanence of the population. We used 161

these set of values to make our analysis of the influence of the matrix quality. 162

The model description 163

The description of the model follows the ODD protocol (overview, design concept, and 164

details) for describing the individual based model (Grimm et al, 2010). 165

Purpose The purpose of this model is to understand what is the relationship between 166

usability of intermediate physiognomy and the amount of these elements in the matrix, 167

and population extinction due to fragmentation of habitat. 2.3.2 Entities, state 168

variables and scale 169

Our model was conceived with three hierarchic classes as follows: the hierarchic 170

lower class is the individual class; the intermediate class is the cell class; and the higher 171

class is the landscape class. The hierarchy is defined by spatial envelopment. Units of 172

the class individual dwell in units of the class cell, and cells are the particles of the 173

landscape class. Each of these classes have its own set of state variables (Table 1). 174

Individual class: Individuals were conceived in the exact same way of the original 175

model. In each time step, individuals interact with the cell in which they are. Each 176
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Table 1. List of parameters and respective values used in the
computational study.

Class Parameter Description Value
Landscape AREA Number of cells of the landscape

unit
900 (30x30)

COVER Proportion of native physiog-
nomy in the landscape unit

0.10

DPROB Proportion of cells disturbed by
time-step

0.05

FRAG Fragmentation index of the native
and intermediate physiognomies

0.01-1.00

USABILITY Usability of the intermediate
physiognomy compared to native
physiognomy

10%-90%

N USABILITY Usability of level of the native
physiognomy

100%

COVERM Proportion of matrix covered by
intermediate physiognomy

0.00-1.00

NIND Starting number of individuals in
the simulation

500

H USABILITY Usability level of harsh physiog-
nomy

0%

Cell cellType Type of physiognomy Native/intermadiate/
harsh

cellX Horizontal coordinate of the cell
in the cell grid

0-29

cellY Vertical coordinate of the cell in
the cell grid

0-29

maxOcc Maximum number of individuals
per time step

10

Individual dmort 3 Probability of death by distur-
bance (if the cell is disturbed in
current time step)

0.10

Use Perception of the usability of in-
habited cell

0%-100%

indX Horizontal coordinate of the indi-
vidual in the cell grid

0-29

indY Vertical coordinate of the individ-
ual in the cell grid

0-29

maxDist Maximum distance that can be
walked in a single time-step

4

Mort Probability of death per time step 0.05-0.50
Move Probability of movement per time

step
0.50-1.00

rProb Probability of reproduction per
time step

0.00-0.50
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individual has a probability to die (mort), reproduce (rProb) and move to another cell 177

(move). These three probabilities change linearly depending on the usability of the 178

inhabited cell. Higher usability results in lower probabilities of death and movement 179

and higher probabilities of reproduction. The perception of the individuals is associated 180

with the perception of the usability of the cell they inhabit (USABILITY). If the cell in 181

which a given individual currently inhabits is disturbed, it will have an additional 182

probability 0.1 of death by disturbance (dMort). Each individual has parameters 183

defining in which cell they inhabit (coordinates in the cell grid indX and indY). Another 184

feature of the individual is that it might move in a given time step, and if it does, it will 185

move a random distance (in cells) up to four cells in that time step (maxDist = 4) at a 186

random direction. 187

Cell class: A unit of this class is a square object that can be occupied by up to ten 188

individuals at the same time step (maxOcc = 10). Each cell has the information of 189

which position it has in the cell grid (coordinates cellX and cellY). In our model, each 190

cell will be one of the three different types, namely, native physiognomy, intermediate 191

physiognomy and harsh physiognomy, thus differing from Fahrig’s model in which each 192

cell could belong to only two classes, namely breeding habitat or matrix. 193

Landscape class: A unit of this class is a bidimensional square object composed of a 194

cell grid of 900 cells (30 x 30) (AREA). As a consequence of each cell being one of the 195

three types of physiognomy, the landscape always has a given proportion of native, 196

intermediate and harsh physiognomy. Each landscape has a given proportion of 197

intermediate physiognomy (COVERM) and harsh physiognomy that when summed, 198

must reach 90% of the number of cells in the landscape. Each landscape has a given 199

level of aggregation between the cells of the same type (FRAG), and it has a proportion 200

of 0.05 of the cells disturbed in the landscape. The disturbed cells are randomly 201

assigned in the beginning of each time step exactly like in the original model. The 202

landscapes have periodic boundary conditions (the edges of right and left, top and 203

bottom are joined continuously). 204

Routines Landscape construction routine: Landscape profiles are defined by 205

combinations of the following three parameter values: COVERM, USABILITY, and 206

FRAG. COVERM defines how much of the matrix is covered by the intermediate 207
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physiognomy. USABILITY defines the usability of this intermediate physiognomy. 208

FRAG defines the aggregation level of the native physiognomy type cells and of the 209

intermediate physiognomy type cells. As the FRAG parameter increases, a higher 210

number of more isolated fragments of native physiognomy and intermediate 211

physiognomy occurs in the landscape. We used the exact same algorithm used by Fahrig 212

to implement fragmentation of breeding habitat in her model. The difference in our 213

model is that it applies to both native physiognomy and intermediate physiognomy. 214

Primarily, all cells are defined as harsh physiognomy, and they will be assigned as native 215

physiognomy or intermediate physiognomy in the course of this routine. The focal 216

physiognomy is also selected randomly (native physiognomy or intermediate 217

physiognomy). The cells are selected one by one and assigned with the focal type of 218

physiognomy. However, this assignment is conditioned to a single rule that might be 219

ignored. The rule is that a selected cell is only assigned with the focal physiognomy if 220

any other neighboring cell is already assigned with that physiognomy, and this rule 221

induces aggregation of the cells of the same physiognomy. FRAG is the probability to 222

ignore this rule, and it assigns the selected cell as the focal physiognomy independently 223

of the physiognomy of its neighboring cells. The outcome of this routine is conditioned 224

to the value of FRAG. If FRAG equals 1.0, the rule cited above is completely ignored, 225

and the cells will be assigned randomly as they are selected. However, if FRAG is too 226

low, the first rule is applied most times; thus, it is likely that cells of these two 227

physiognomies occur aggregated within their types. If a cell is not assigned in the 228

routine, the focal physiognomy is not changed, and another random cell is selected. If 229

the selected cell is assigned, then the focal physiognomy changes, and the routine is 230

repeated. This routine is repeated while the number of cells intended for both 231

physiognomies (defined by COVER and COVERM depending on the physiognomy) is 232

not reached. In the end of the process the landscape profile will have a proportion 233

COVER of native physiognomy, and a proportion COVERM of intermediate 234

physiognomy and it will be ready to run its first time-step. 235

Time step routine: In the beginning of each time step, the cells are selected 236

randomly one by one, and each selected cell executes its internal routine. In each cell, 237

the same process is applied to individuals as follows: the individuals are selected 238

randomly one by one, and each executes its own individual routine. When an individual 239
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is selected, it randomly selects the order in which it will execute its three possible 240

actions (die, move and reproduce). Due to the probabilistic nature of these events, one 241

individual might die, move and/or reproduce in one time step, but it also could do 242

nothing once it is selected. After all individuals have been selected and have had the 243

chance to execute their three actions, another cell is selected. After all cells have been 244

selected, the outcomes of individual actions are updated as follows: individuals who 245

have moved are placed in the new cells; individuals who died are deleted; and cells in 246

which individuals reproduced receive one new individual for each successful 247

reproduction. If there are any cells with more than 10 individuals, the individuals in 248

these cells are randomly deleted until there are only 10 individuals. This event is the 249

only implementation that brings the concept of dense-dependent relationships. After 250

this step, another time step takes place. This routine is repeated until the number of 251

individuals equals zero or the number of time steps equals 500. The number of time 252

steps, FRAG, COVERM and USABILITY are then registered. 253

All routines and subroutines are described in detail, graphically in S2 Fig. 254

Design concept Emergence: The main emergent property of this model is the 255

relationship between population permanence and the structural differences of the 256

landscape. However, the patterns generated by the combination of FRAG, COVER and 257

COVERM might also be considered an emergent property of the model. 258

Perception: Individuals know the usability level of the habitat in which they inhabit, 259

which influences the probability of movement they have. However, individuals do not 260

have a perception of other cells of the landscape, which justifies why individuals who 261

are in the native physiognomy have a chance of movement even though it is the best 262

type of physiognomy it will find in the landscape. 263

Interactions: The interaction of an individual is basically with its inhabited cell. 264

Being inside a cell gives the individual the perception of the cell usability level, thus 265

altering the probabilities of death, reproduction and movement. The relationships 266

between the usability of the inhabited cell and the probabilities of executing the actions 267

are shown in Figure 2. The interaction between individuals is implicitly introduced 268

through death by overpopulation in each cell. Any other decision of the individual 269

(reproduction, natural death and movement) is independent of other individuals or 270
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density of individuals. Stochasticity: The construction of each landscape has a 271

stochastic component. The landscape construction involves the random selection of cells 272

in several steps, and the aggregation pattern is set by a probability (FRAG). The cells 273

disturbed in each time step are also randomly selected. Moreover, the behavior of each 274

individual is dictated by probabilities (mort, move and rProb), which vary according to 275

the cell inhabited that in turn depends on the decisions taken in the previous turn. 276

Analysis 277

Before the explanation of the analysis process, it is essential that some terms be 278

clarified. 279

“Simulation” is a complete routine of creating a landscape with its set of parameters 280

and individuals, and letting the individuals interact with the landscape until the 281

population goes extinct or the number of time steps reaches 500. Every simulation must 282

register the landscape profile as the independent factor and the time step in which the 283

population became extinct (or not if the simulation reached 500 time steps) as the 284

dependent variable. 285

“Landscape profile” is the set of parameters used to construct a given landscape unit. 286

As our model has a stochastic component in the construction of the landscape, in 287

different simulations, the same landscape profile could generate landscapes with 288

different designs. 289

Initialization The simulations are always initiated with 500 individuals (NIND) 290

randomly placed in the landscape. The level of usability of the native physiognomy is 291

considered 100% (N USABILITY). The level of hostility of the harsh physiognomy is 292

0% (H USABILITY). The level of hostility of the intermediate physiognomy is a given 293

number between 0% and 100% (USABILITY). An individual dwelling in a cell with a 294

usability level that equals 100% will be facing the exact same breeding habitat 295

described in Fahrig’s model. Therefore, the probability of 296

movement/death/reproduction per time step of this individual will be the same, 297

0.5/0.05/0.5. In a cell with a usability level that equals 0%, an individual will be facing 298

the exact same matrix described in Fahrig’s model. Therefore, the probability of 299

movement/death/reproduction of this individual will be 1.0/0.5/0.0 (see Fig. 2). 300
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Figure 2. Relationship between the usability level of the cells and the probability of
execution of movement (move), death (mort) and reproduction (rprob) by a single
individual in one time step

As the objective of this model is to evaluate the effect of the interaction among 301

FRAG, USABILITY and COVERM, these parameters were systematically combined to 302

generate different landscape profiles (Table 1). However, the same combination of these 303

parameter landscapes can have different designs because the landscape construction 304

routine has many stochastic components. 305

Observation To systematically analyze the effects of COVERM and USABILITY, 306

we held the proportions of native physiognomy in the default value (10% of the 307

landscape cells). Thus, in all of our simulations, the matrix area was 90% of the 308

landscape cells. We ran simulations with 9,000 different landscape profiles: 900 different 309

matrix types were generated by the combination between COVERM (0.00 to 0.99, 310

increment of 0.01) and USABILITY (10% to 90%, increment of 10%) and each of these 311

landscapes were simulated with 10 different degrees of fragmentation FRAG (0.1 to 1.0, 312

increment of 0.1). Because the same landscape profile could generate different landscape 313

designs each simulation was replicated 15 times for each of the 9000 landscape profiles 314

resulting in a total of 135,000 simulations in the entire study. 315

At the end of each simulation, we recorded in which time step the population 316
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became extinct and the landscape profile. Thus, for each landscape profile, there was a 317

mean of 15 populations’ extinction time. If the population did not become extinct until 318

the 500th time step, the time of permanence recorded was 500. 319

Results 320

Our model assumes that in a situation in which the landscape is composed of 10% of 321

breeding habitat and the matrix is a homogeneous, very hostile physiognomy, the effect 322

of fragmentation exists as follows: with high levels of fragmentation, the population will 323

become extinct within a few time steps; and with low levels of fragmentation, the 324

population will thrive for an undetermined time. We then analyzed the effect of the 325

matrix quality starting from this scenario. 326

Fahrig stated that of all possible combinations of parameters used in her study to 327

define the landscape, fragmentation had an effect on survival time in only 0.4% of the 328

combinations (Fahrig, 1998). We observed that within this proportion, fragmentation 329

would have an effect on the survival time of the populations in only 57% of the possible 330

matrix types. We observed that of the 900 types of matrix qualities simulated, the slope 331

of the relationship between fragmentation and the permanence time of the population 332

was less than zero in 513 (57%) of the matrix types (Fig. 3). As expected, none of 333

these relationships was significantly positive. 334

In situations where the usability of the intermediate physiognomy is too low, the 335

effect of fragmentation on the survival time of this population is unchanged. However, 336

as the usability of this physiognomy increases, the situations in which we can observe 337

the effects of fragmentation become less frequent. As the usability of the intermediate 338

physiognomy decreases (becoming more similar to the harsh physiognomy), the greater 339

is the proportion of this type of physiognomy necessary to suppress the effect of 340

fragmentation. When the usability of the intermediate physiognomy equals 30% of the 341

efficiency the individuals use the native physiognomy (USABILITY = 30%), the effect 342

of fragmentation begins to be suppressed. If the matrix is completely covered by a 343

physiognomy of this type, the effect of fragmentation ceases indicating that the 344

populations always survive for an undetermined time regardless of native physiognomy 345

fragmentation level. Thus, higher utilization efficiency of the intermediate physiognomy 346
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Figure 3. Change in the fragmentation’s effect on population permanence caused by
the change in the proportion of the matrix covered by intermediate physiognomy. Each
graph shows the changes for intermediate physiognomies with different levels of hostility.
Each point in the graphs was obtained from 15 replicates of the simulations ran with
each given value of COVERM combined with each of the 10 values of FRAG (0.1, 0.2 . . .
1.0) reaching 150 simulations per point

results in a lower proportion of it in the matrix that is necessary to completely suppress 347

the effect of fragmentation. An interesting pattern observed is the relationship between 348

the usability level of intermediate physiognomy and the threshold of fragmentation 349

effect. The proportion of the matrix covered by intermediate physiognomy necessary to 350

completely suppress the effect of fragmentation fallows linearly the usability level until a 351

certain point. For example, with USABILITY = 90%, only 10% of the matrix cells 352

needs to be of intermediate habitat; with USABILITY = 80%, only 20%; with ... 353

USABILITY = 50%, half of matrix cells need to be of intermediate physiognomy to 354

suppress the fragmentation effect. However, below that level of usability, the 355

relationship ceases to be linear. With USABILITY = 40% it is necessary intermediate 356

physiognomy covers 70% of the matrix cells. With USABILITY = 30% fragmentation 357

effect is only suppressed if all matrix is covered by intermediate physiognomy (Fig. 3). 358

Usability efficiency below 30% have no capability of suppressing fragmentation effect. 359
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Discussion 360

In our model, we observed that the usability and proportion of the intermediate 361

physiognomy in the matrix interact altering its effect on the survival of populations in 362

landscapes with different levels of fragmentation. This observation corroborates 363

previous studies using highly specialized organisms to test fragmentation (Harrisson 364

et al, 2013; Holland and Bennett, 2010; Johnstone et al, 2010; Nimmo et al, 2013) as 365

our expectation suggests that fragmentation should not be important for organisms that 366

can use the matrix with some efficiency. 367

These results help us understand how different elements in the matrix might 368

suppress the decline in populations and, consequently, the loss of species. If some 369

element in the matrix is similar to the native physiognomy, an organism is able to use it 370

as a reproduction spot or a trampoline to reach distant fragments of the native 371

physiognomy as argued by Ewers and Didham (2006), which should increase the 372

population’s abundance in the landscape, thus lowering its chance of extinction. It is 373

reasonable to expect that the efficiency of use of the same element in the matrix 374

changes between populations of different species because each species has its own needs 375

(MacArthur and MacArthur, 1961). Therefore, a landscape with a more heterogeneous 376

matrix (i.e., with more different types of intermediate physiognomies), should sustain a 377

higher richness of species. We encourage the use of future models to explore the 378

relationship between heterogeneity of the matrix and species richness in a landscape. 379

Fahrig stated that it would be interesting to know if a matrix could increase the 380

effect of fragmentation in any case (Fahrig, 1998). The situations in which 381

fragmentation does not have any effect on the survival time of the population can be 382

classified into two types. In the first type, landscape properties are too favorable to the 383

population. Therefore, the population persists in the landscape regardless of how the 384

landscape is structured, e.g., when the coverage area of the native physiognomy is very 385

large. In the second type, the opposite trend occurs where the properties of the 386

landscape are so unfavorable that the population goes extinct quickly regardless of the 387

landscape structure, e.g., when the coverage area of the breeding habitat is extremely 388

low. In our model, we assume that the matrix described by Fahrig was the most hostile 389

possible; thus, any changes made in the matrix in our model create a less hostile overall 390
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matrix. 391

Any reduction or increase in the effect of fragmentation caused by changes in the 392

matrix in our model is due to increased chance of survival of the population and, 393

therefore, the permanence time. The situations in which changes in the matrix increase 394

the effects of fragmentation are those in which the landscape is too unfavorable, and 395

these populations do not survive for long regardless of fragmentation. An improvement 396

of matrix quality allows these populations to survive longer. In this new situation, 397

changes in fragmentation levels should be again important to the permanence of the 398

population in the landscape. In our model, the intermediate physiognomy serves as a 399

surrogate to the coverage area of the breeding habitat. Lower usability of the 400

intermediate physiognomy results in larger coverage areas of such habitat necessary to 401

suppress the effect of missing or isolation of fragments of the breeding habitat. This 402

result shows that the concept of matrix is in agreement with several studies showing 403

that the matrix can be used as a secondary habitat in relation to the optimum habitat 404

for the population (Bender and Fahrig, 2005; Hodgson et al, 2007; Prevedello and 405

Vieira, 2010; Umetsu and Pardini, 2007). Our results reinforce the argument that 406

fragmentation is important for the permanence of populations in only a few situations. 407

Moreover, if the population in question can somehow use the matrix, it is even more 408

unlikely to be affected by fragmentation. 409

This study revealed some values of the parameters in which the relationship between 410

the matrix quality and the survival of population changes in the landscape. A 411

correspondence exists between the measure of efficiency of utilization of the 412

intermediate physiognomy with the necessary proportion of it in the matrix to suppress 413

the effect of habitat loss. With 90% efficiency of utilization of an intermediate 414

physiognomy, 10% of the matrix covered by it should suffice to suppress the effect of 415

fragmentation. With 80% efficiency, 20% of the matrix covered by the intermediate 416

physiognomy should be sufficient. This trend continues until 40% of efficiency where 417

this relationship changes and 70% of the matrix is needed to be covered by intermediate 418

physiognomy. The existence of this trend is a testable hypothesis derived from this 419

model. This kind of information should aid in the decisions of what kind and how much 420

of these elements are necessary for some populations to thrive in a determined 421

landscape. And the threshold indicates that there is a level of usability of these 422
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intermediate elements below which the fragmentation effect would not be suppressed 423

independently of how much of it would exist in the matrix. However, the applicability of 424

this information to conservation is dependent of a measure of efficiency utilization of the 425

intermediate physiognomy. Identifying three types of physiognomy in a natural 426

landscape should not be a difficult task. However, developing an index to quantify the 427

efficiency of use of each physiognomy by a determined population might be difficult. 428

With the appropriate index for a given population, model of this kind could be used to 429

generate even more precise previsions about the permanence of populations in the 430

landscape and how to manage the elements in a matrix. 431

Our model assumes that different species that can use the matrix in equivalent ways 432

will suffer the effects of fragmentation equivalently. We encourage future studies that 433

test this hypothesis empirically. We emphasize that previous studies finding a strong 434

effect of fragmentation for specialist organisms are working with a small amount of 435

biodiversity that cannot use elements of the matrix efficiently (Jules and Shahani, 2003; 436

Wiens, 2009). We also emphasize that a measure of the usability of the matrix by the 437

focal population could be essential to predict its permanence in the landscape. 438
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Supporting Information

S1 Fig

Parameter comparison Comparisson between results of Fahrig’s model (right) and

our model (left) with relation to variations in specific parameters (Fahrig, 1998 - Figure

8, 9, 12, 14, 15).
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S2 Fig

Routines Algorithm executed by the software through the experiment. ”Main routine”

is the algorithm followed through a single simulation. ”Sub-routine 1” is the algorithm

setting properties of cells and consequentially the landscape design. ”Sub-routine 2” is

algorithm to set the disturbance pattern in each landscape. ”Sub-routine 3” is the

algorithm followed by each individual in each time step. ”Sub-routine 4” is the

algorithm executed by each cell to update death, birth and movement, and death by

overpopulation in the cells.
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Main routine. Algorithm to be executed by the software to run a single simulation.
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routine
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Sub-routine 1. Algorithm setting properties of cells and consequentially the landscape design.
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Sub-routine 2. Algorithm to set the disturbance pattern in each landscape.
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Sub-routine 3. Algorithm followed by each individual in each time step.
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First cell

number of
individuals in

this cell >
MAXOCC?

Return to main
routine

NO

select and remove
random

individual

last cell
updated?

next cell

YES

NO YES

bring to this cell all
individuals that have
matching coordinates

add as much new individuals
as there were successful
reproductions in this cell

and delete all individuals that
had died

Sub-routine 4. Algorithm executed by each cell to update death, birth and
movement, and death by overpopulation in the cells.
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